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Better Information Supports Better Decisions
Safe and smart shipping decisions depend on knowing the weather. If access to critical weather 
intelligence is restricted, then safety and economic returns will be compromised. PortWeather is 
backed by a team with the operational experience and scientific know-how to ensure reliable and 
convenient access to all your port’s critical weather information.

If your port hasn’t made the step to DUKC® and you are unsure of the safety of your 
traditional UKC rule, or maybe you simply want to efficiently and professionally manage 
your static UKC calculations, then KeelCheck provides the best support you can get.

PortWeather removes the need for 
individual subjective interpretations of 
generic forecasts. Use a single source 
for your port weather intelligence 
and  rovide the same clear view of the 
weather at your port to all stakeholders.

A SHARED
UNDERSTANDING

PortWeather: The Complete Package
PortWeather collects all the essential weather information for your port and provides it when and where 
you need it. Live data from your sensors, public data from weather stations, reliable forecasts from 
state-of-the-art hydrodynamic and meteorological models and even climate statistics. PortWeather 
provides all the weather information that any port requires.

Better information leads to better 
decisions. PortWeather provides the 
experience, scientific know-how and 
the technology to provide you exactly 
the information you require, when and 
where you need it.

MORE CONFIDENT 
DECISIONS

While most ports collect at least a little 
essential local data, they tend to rely 
on publicly available land and marine 
forecasts for input to their operational 
decisions. PortWeather not only gathers 
existing sensor data, but can also provide 
port-specific, or even location-specific 
forecasts validated against your own on 
-site measurements.

TAILORED
JUST FOR YOU

PortWeather delivers measurements, forecasts, 
and hindcast statistics through a single online 
portal. Your team can access one consistent 
view of your PortWeather wherever they are. The 
same quality assured PortWeather data is also 
provided to DUKC®, KeelCheck, and BerthAlert 
products for seamless  and consistent results.

FLEXIBLE
DELIVERY

PortWeather connects to your existing 
measurement devices: wave buoys, tide 
gauges, current meters and meteorological 
stations. Alternatively, we can design or supply 
entire environmental monitoring systems to 
meet your port weather needs. 

YOUR
MEASUREMENTS


